CMUA 2020 ENERGY Priorities

1. Electric Utility Wildfire Issues (local control & state oversight, safety standards, vegetation management, wildfire mitigation plans, etc.)

2. Carbon Neutrality and Zero-Carbon Planning (cap & trade issues, SB 100 joint study, zero-carbon executive order, technological diversity, renewable gas issues, legislative efforts)

3. Microgrids and DERs (interconnection, cost shifts, tariffs, etc.)

4. Resource Selection & Forced Procurement

5. Reliability (natural gas generation, renewables integration, resource adequacy, transmission, etc.)

6. Transportation Electrification

7. Integrated Resources Planning

8. Regionalization (EIM, legislative efforts)

9. Building Decarbonization (energy efficiency, building electrification)

10. IOU Departing Load Issues

11. Electric Utility Data (for customer programs, utility reporting requirements)